Broadly speaking, there are 3 types of cabinets; stock, semi-custom and [full] custom. Stock cabinets are the most economical, and are typically used by builders. Semi-custom cabinets have more variety in styles and finishes, but are somewhat more expensive. Custom cabinets can be made in almost any style or finish, and are priced accordingly.

Our all wood cabinets have been made for us by the same manufacturer for almost 20 years, and are available both as semi-custom and custom. For a cost effective design, we often specify semi-custom cabinets for most of a project, then a few custom pieces to complete the project. This "mixing and matching" can be done because most of the Stuart cabinet doors are interchangeable.

Choosing the right cabinet door is critical to a design's success. Shown below are various door styles, along with information about wood species and finishes. Browse through the doors, then give us a call to get started on your project.
Since 1955, we’ve been first choice for the best kitchen in the neighborhood. Come visit our showrooms. Everything you need for the room you’ll love the most is here in one place. And, you’ll understand why so many people say, “nothing adds more value to your home.”

www.stuartkitchens.com

YOU CAN TELL IT’S A STUARTKITCHEN

ALDER
CHERRY

MAPLE
PECAN

RED OAK
QUARTERSAWN OAK

WALNUT

ALL WOODS ARE AVAILABLE IN A NATURAL FINISH. UNDER EACH OF THE ABOVE STAINS IS A LIST OF THE WOODS TO WHICH A STAIN CAN BE APPLIED. THE WOODS ARE IDENTIFIED BY SHOWING THE FIRST LETTER OF THEIR NAMES—ALDER, WALNUT, CHERRY, MAPLE, PECAN, QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK AND RED OAK. FOR EXAMPLE, UNDER HONEY ARE THE LETTERS R/M/C/P/A/Q WHICH MEANS THE STAIN CAN BE APPLIED TO RED OAK, MAPLE, CHERRY, PECAN, ALDER AND QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK.
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DOOR STYLES

A8P

ARS

BFS

B8P

BES

BPP

B2A

B2S

CNP

CIL

C2S

CKN

COS

D6S

D8P

D5S

D5V

D4S
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Door Styles

GUS  HOS  H8P  H9S  HLS  KTD

LAP  LDS  LOS  L6S  MDD  MAP

M8P  M2S  MCP  MBS  MOP  MIP
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Door Styles

MON  MCS  MOS  PNV  PRN  PZP

PAS  P9S  P2S  PES  POS  PRP

RID  RFF  S8P
DOOR STYLES

DOOR STYLES

DOOR STYLES
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OPAQUE FINISHES - AVAILABLE ON MAPLE, OAK AND MDF

GLAZES
Glazes can only be applied to certain door styles. The possibilities vary with each glaze.